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Particle Accelerator 
 

EFFECT:  The spectator selects any card from a deck, no force and the 
magician rips of the “pipped” corner and hands it to the spectator. The 
spectator glances at their pip to obtain the identity of their selection 
and loses the selected card in the deck – the Magician “snaps” his 
fingers and the card is said to have vanished. The magician counts the 
cards to the table – 51 are counted and every one of them has a 
corner!  The magician slowly points to the other side of the table and a 
sealed envelope is seen – the spectator retrieves the envelope – rips it 
open and the card with the selected missing corner falls out into the 
spectator’s quivering hands! 
 
SET UP: With some simple preparation you have an impossible piece 
of magic. 
 
1. Have a strip of double stick tape on the bottom card. 
2. Rip a pip off from a card and seal the card in an envelope at the 

end of a table. 
3. Finger palm the ripped corner piece. 
 

 
 
PRESENTATION: False shuffle leaving your sticky card at the bottom, 
have any card selected and leave it face down. With the torn corner 
pip (TCP) clipped in your first and second fingers – grab the corner of 
the card (with a face down card – it would be the upper right) and tear 
it off with your thumb.   
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Just as quickly, push the newly torn piece down into your fist with your 
thumb and extend the TCP with your two clipped fingers. 
 

 
 
Have the pip looked at and identified - and at the same time palm the 
new corner deep into your hand. 
 
Leaving the torn corner on top – quickly cut the deck and make some 
magical gestures and +SNAP+ your fingers. “The magic has already 
happened, that was quick, huh?” Count the cards to the table and 
every corner is seen and only 51 cards are counted – the rest of the 
trick plays out like it is described above. 
 
THIS CAN ALSO BE: used as a card to wallet trick 
 


